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Abstract 
This paper qualitatively explores the views of diverse members of the British public on applications of biometric emotional AI 
technologies patented by two globally dominant consumer-facing recommender systems, Amazon and Spotify. Examining Amazon 
and Spotify patents for biometric profiling of users’ emotions, disposition, and behaviour to offer them tailored services, ads, and 
products from their wider platforms, this paper points to industrial ambition regarding emotional AI. Little is known about ordinary 
people’s views on deployment of such technology, and given the complex, abstract, and future-facing nature of such technologies, 
ascertaining informed lay views is hard. We address this through our innovative, qualitative study of diverse British-based adults 
(n=46) that presents to them near-horizon use cases in an interactive fictional narrative that deploys design fiction principles and 
ContraVision techniques. We find the themes of “usefulness,” “resignation,” “uneasy terms of engagement,” and “human-first,” 
adding rich and nuanced insights to prior survey work on users’ views towards biometric-based emotional AI technologies. In 
contributing to a richer understanding of whether emotional AI technologies should be deployed in consumer-facing recommender 
systems, and if so, on what terms, we find that well-established policy-friendly criticisms apply to global emotional AI recommender 
systems. We conclude, however, that problems of alienation and need for a human-first approach to emerging AI technology are 
the most significant criticisms. 
 

Introduction 

Recommender systems simplify discovery and selection of items by using a ranking function to present a 
small subset of available items. Seemingly benign in helping consumers negotiate information overload, 
every online user has interacted with a recommender system, often without full awareness that their choices 
(for instance, on items bought or songs listened to) were invisibly nudged by recommendation engines. 
Increasingly, such recommender systems have signalled (through patents) their intention to incorporate 
users’ datafied emotions by deploying emotional Artificial Intelligence (emotional AI) to improve their 
personalisation and targeting systems. As yet, little is known about these industrial ambitions or about 
people’s views on deployment of such intimate technology, these forming the subject of this paper. 

“Emotional AI” involves machine learning technologies, employed to label and react to human emotions. 
They do so via sensing words and images (such as sentiment analysis) and via sensing bodily behaviours 
(biometrics) including voice, facial expressions, gaze direction, gestures, heart rate, body temperature, 
respiration, and dermal electrical properties (McStay 2018). Only a few years ago, practical use cases of 
biometric-based emotional AI were rare, but this is changing in consumer-facing sectors such as cars (rolled 
out by legacy car companies to improve cabin experience and safety) and wearables (deployed by market 
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leaders such as Garmin to help users manage their mental health and day) (McStay 2018, 2023). Deployment 
of biometric-based emotional AI is also envisaged in the patents of global digital platforms such as Amazon 
(the world’s largest online retailer and marketplace) and Spotify (the world’s largest music streaming service 
provider). Their recommendation engines will be familiar to users of these services, notably Amazon’s 
“Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought…” feature, and Spotify’s “Discover” button. As we will 
show, patents logged by Amazon and Spotify envisage using the emotion recognition of users to then offer 
them highly tailored services, ads, and products from their wider platforms. 

The policy and governance context to recommender systems that function by emotional AI is also 
noteworthy. Emotional AI is of increasing concern to European Union regulators, as seen in the European 
Union’s draft AI Act (European Commission 2021). In its current state of development, this risk-based 
legislation seeks to encourage innovation and trust in AI applications by applying variously lighter and 
stronger legal regimes to AI applications depending on their riskiness. It currently imposes specific 
transparency obligations on automated emotion recognition systems, seeing them as of limited risk if not 
used in high-risk settings (such as education, employment, justice, law, or immigration). These transparency 
obligations would apply to consumer-facing recommender systems deploying biometric emotion 
recognition. They entail telling users that the system is in use, to allow users “to make informed choices or 
step back from a given situation” (European Commission 2021: 14–15). Yet, little is known about the 
ambition of dominant platforms regarding deployment of such systems, or about people’s views on any such 
deployment. Building on scholarship on emotional AI, capitalism, and user-based studies, our research 
questions are: (1) What does analysis of patents tell us about industrial ambition regarding emotional AI in 
dominant consumer-facing recommender systems? (2) Are people willing to engage with emotional AI in 
consumer-facing recommender systems, and if so, on what terms? 

We answer this by analysing two industrial patents that advance emotional AI in globally significant 
recommender systems. We then deploy these insights in our innovative qualitative study of diverse British-
based adults that enables us to consider their viewpoints on complex, abstract, future-facing technologies. 
To do so, the study develops an interactive narrative method using design fiction principles and 
ContraVision techniques to ground participants’ experience with the proposed applications in everyday 
settings and help them think through the benefits and harms, while also minimising researcher bias.  

We find that common across our diverse groups (purposively sampled based on age, ethnicity, and disability 
to surface diverse views) is the theme of “usefulness” (comprising positive and negative views). Where 
positive, this is policy-friendly, echoing policymakers’ interest in choice and agency. Yet, other prominent 
themes are more negative including “human-first,” “uneasy terms of engagement,” and “resignation.” We 
argue that it is the broader “human-first” insight that is most significant. It speaks to a more generalised 
sense of alienation, being out of control, and classic surveillance-based observations of technopoly and 
capitalism, albeit one mediated through biometrics and emotion. Throughout our study, we were sensitive 
to post-phenomenological criticism of the “general critique” of technology, with post-phenomenology 
advocating “grounded assessment” of specific technologies (Verbeek 2011). Nonetheless, our key finding 
is generalised concern expressed by diverse users, created by lack of control over specific aspects of system 
design and data processing. 

We conclude that considering diverse users’ views on emotional AI in recommender systems is vital in the 
development and governance of such systems. We also recommend that giving users a genuine choice in 
whether or not to use such systems is paramount. If people are resigned, or uneasy about the terms of 
engagement, then it cannot be sufficient to simply make users aware that an emotional AI system is in use 
and then leaving them to choose whether or not to use it (as currently proposed in the European Union’s 
draft AI Act).  
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Emotional AI and Capitalism 

The use of biometrics for authentication has become routine, and the body consequently and increasingly 
directly plays a role in commercial digital networked life. Adding emotion recognition systems to the mix 
of data streams routinely profiled in data-extractive forms of capitalism provides insights into users’ 
decision-making processes (Barfar 2019). There are many terms for forms of capitalism presaged upon 
deploying data, metrics, and algorithmic management to extract value from immaterial labour and assets 
hitherto deemed unproductive or underproductive (Bakir and McStay 2018; Kienscherf 2022). For our 
purposes, Zuboff’s (2015, 2019) popular term “surveillance capitalism” is useful in highlighting the 
behaviour modification (of users) that it enables. She states that surveillance capitalism has “exclusive 
capabilities to have access to behavioural surplus” (qtd. in Zuboff et al. 2019: 261) for the purposes of 
commodification, monetisation, and knowing, controlling, and modifying behavior; additionally, it 
constantly seeks new data-streams: “We need your heartbeat, your bloodstream,… your walk in the park,… 
how you sleep at night” (qtd. in Zuboff et al. 2019: 263). Exemplifying this, since 2014, Amazon has been 
“eavesmining” (a portmanteau of eavesdropping and datamining) to increase the functionality of its voice-
activated personal assistant, Alexa (Neville 2020). West (2019) argues that Amazon seeks to make Alexa 
(and hence surveillance on its platform) an indispensable consumer service, thereby sweetening granular 
surveillance in once-private spaces and cultivating docile surveillant subjects. Indeed, to understand the 
speaker’s intention, Amazon has also been exploring emotion-sensitive voice-based assistants based on 
prosody, namely variation in melody, intonation, pauses, stresses, intensity, vocal quality, and accents of 
speech (McStay 2018). Such comprehension of emotions would help Amazon interact more naturally and 
profile emotions in relation to users’ requests while also priming the system to respond to users 
appropriately.  

Zuboff’s (2015; Zuboff et al. 2019) analysis, of course, is presaged by multiple surveillance scholars (Ball 
2019). This includes von Otterlo (2014) on capitalists’ attempt at massive scale behaviourism using 
interactive feedback loops of manipulation and behavioural engineering through data and algorithms. It 
includes Andrejevic (2011) on “affective economies,” where marketers seek to manage consumers by 
datamining their sentiment alongside demographic and behavioural data. It includes Ball (2009) on the 
political economy of interiority, where institutions expose to others aspects of an individual’s private world 
via datafication processes. With emotion data adding another potentially highly informative layer to 
extractive logics (Sadowski 2019) that see the primary resource of the big data industries as people 
themselves (Gregory and Sadowski 2021), we must also acknowledge the contribution of Autonomist 
Marxist scholarship, given its astuteness in recognising how subjectivity and emotional life is used to 
generate economic value. Berardi (2009: 109), for example, argues that “post-industrial life” is “marked by 
the submission of the soul, in which animated, creative, linguistic, emotional corporeality is subsumed and 
incorporated by the production of value” (see also Hardt and Negri 2000; Stiegler 2010). Others point to the 
role of capitalism in organising and modulating emotion and affective states for given goals, with Lazzarato 
(2014) seeing capitalist data processing in terms of “enslavement.” While one can debate Lazzarato’s (2014) 
word choice, the point that behaviour, affects, and subjectivity are rendered into machine-readable human 
capital and put to work at an industrial scale is plain (McStay 2018).  

User-Based Studies 

A growing amount of research investigates what people think of these extractive data arrangements. We 
discuss three areas of user-based studies covering (a) control over personal data, (b) recommender systems, 
and (c) emotional AI. 

Repeatedly, studies find that users have issues controlling their personal data online. Hartman et al.’s (2020) 
British-based national survey finds that respondents prefer data governance approaches that give them 
control over their personal data, that include regulatory oversight, or that enable them to opt out of data 
gathering. Yet, other user-based studies find “privacy fatigue” (Hargittai and Marwick 2016) where people 
feel apathy or cynicism about online privacy because they believe that violations are inevitable and opting 
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out is impossible. Related, user-based studies in the US and UK also find “digital resignation” (Draper and 
Turow 2019) and “surveillance realism” (Dencik and Cable 2017) where people want to better control the 
information that digital entities hold about them but feel unable to do so given the surveillant power of 
corporations and governments and imbalances between citizen and institutional visibility. This fosters users’ 
perception that there is no alternative system that could provide functionality without intrusive profiling.  

Research into people’s understanding of algorithms in society finds an “algorithm knowledge gap,” even in 
digitally literate societies (Zarouali, Nelberger, and de Vreese 2021). However, studies on recommender 
system algorithms deployed on specific sites (such as Facebook’s News Feed, digital news sites, and music 
recommender sites) find diverse understandings and practices (Eslami et al. 2016; Harambam et al. 2019; 
Shin 2020; Siles et al. 2020). For instance, studies from the Netherlands and South Korea find that people 
consider transparent, accurate systems for algorithmic curation on digital news sites convenient and useful, 
and they value possibilities to influence the recommendation algorithms (Harambam et al. 2019; Shin 2020). 
A Costa Rican user-based study finds that users variously see Spotify’s recommender algorithms as 
internationally standardised or malleable towards more local cultural conceptions of friendship and social 
behaviour (Siles et al. 2020). Recent studies also document how users exert agency over algorithmic 
decision-making to advance their own interests, be this to craft an influencer online identity on Instagram 
(Cotter 2018); to develop musical identities and taste (Karakayali, Kostem, and Galip 2018); or, as heavy 
users, activists and artists, to submit to, resist, or disrupt algorithmic outputs (Siles et al. 2020; Velkova and 
Kaun 2021). 

Regarding user-based studies on emotional AI, national demographically representative surveys on people’s 
attitudes towards biometric-based emotional AI technologies conducted in the UK show a mix of results. 
Overall, a small majority would share their biometric and emotion-based data with consumer-facing sectors 
such as out-of-home outdoor advertisers and car manufacturers, but a small majority would not do so with 
organisations such as schools, workplaces, and political campaigners. Throughout, there is marked variation 
according to age: if care is taken over levels of personal identification, younger adults are more open to such 
technologies than older people (Bakir and McStay 2022). In another consumer-facing sector (toys), a survey 
that ascertains parental perspectives on networked toys that utilise data about the child’s emotions finds 
ambivalence. Although more parents than not agree that a child-oriented wearable that tracks emotion is 
intrusive and express concern about what happens to the data, they also agree that it would help with 
parenting and want to be told on the box’s packaging that it collects emotion data (McStay and Rosner 
2021).  

To summarise, user-based studies find that people want more control of their personal data online but do 
not expect to get this; have varied conceptions about, and practices towards, recommender algorithms; and 
hold a mix of attitudes towards emotional AI technologies (where negativity increases with age), with small 
majorities in favour of consumer-facing applications.  

Materials and Methods 

Analysing Patents 
To analyse industrial ambition regarding emotional AI in consumer-facing recommender systems, we 
examine two patents from globally dominant platforms, Amazon and Spotify. While many other well-
known companies log patents for emotion recognition applications, Amazon and Spotify were selected due 
to their scale of operation and interest in new forms of recommender systems. Patent analysis is a useful 
tool for understanding the ambition of secretive corporations engaged in surveillant capitalism (Iliadis and 
Acker 2022; McStay 2018). Patent filings afford critical scholars insight into the hopes, technical intentions, 
and worldviews of companies and owners, potentially unachievable by other means. Seemingly less guarded 
than other corporate public output, they not only give an upfront sense of what a company seeks to launch 
in the future but also its orientation and what it regards as acceptable. A patent is not a prediction, as a patent 
may be sought for many reasons, including intellectual property, scientific markers, ownership, and strategic 
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blocking of others innovating in similar technical domains. Yet, as a public statement, they say much about 
corporate values, soft technology ethics, and the types of technologies to emerge sooner or later. We describe 
key features of the patents deploying emotional AI logged by Amazon and Spotify below, noting what forms 
of biometric, emotional, and other contextual data they ingest and to what stated end. Significant features 
from these patents are then used in the fictional narrative that we present to our participants in workshops. 

Patent by Amazon 
In March 2017, Amazon filed a patent for “Voice-based determination of physical and emotional 
characteristics of users,” divulging a potential use case for voice-controlled virtual assistants such as 
Amazon’s Alexa (Jin and Wang 2018: 1). The patent observes that “physical conditions such as sore throats 
and coughs” and “emotional conditions such as an excited emotional state or a sad emotional state” may be 
determined partly on a user’s voice input (Jin and Wang 2018: 7). The patent offers the example of the user 
telling Alexa that she is hungry. Alexa detects that the user’s voice, which is coughing and sniffling, is 
different to usual, so asks if the user would like a chicken soup recipe and offers to order cough drops with 
one-hour delivery.  

The patent asserts that the content offered by Alexa may be “highly targeted due to the real-time 
determination of the physical and/or emotional characteristics of the user, and may therefore be timely and 
relevant to the user’s current state” (Jin and Wang 2018: 7). The various determinations made comprise the 
“meaning of user request,” “background noise feature,” and the user’s “language accent,” “physical status,” 
and “emotional status.” It notes that emotional states could comprise “happiness, joy, anger, sorrow, 
sadness, fear, disgust, boredom, stress, or other emotional states,” and determinable health conditions could 
include “default or normal, sore throat, cold, thyroid issues, [or] sleepiness” (Jin and Wang 2018: 11). To 
enhance the targeting towards the device’s user, it reveals that a user’s physical and/or emotional 
characteristics would be combined with, “behavioral targeting criteria (e.g., browse history, number of 
clicks, purchase history, etc.) and/or contextual targeting criteria (e.g., keywords, page types, placement 
metadata, etc.)” (Jin and Wang 2018: 7). Of note, the patent explains that targeted content may include 
sponsored content and third-party content. In its provided example, if the user declines the chicken soup 
recipe, follow-up inquiries may be associated with particular advertisers. The patent suggests that Panera 
Bread (a US chain of bakery-café fast casual restaurants) “may be interested in presenting an audio 
advertisement to the user. As a result, the follow-up inquiry of ‘would you like to order chicken soup?’ may 
be directed towards determining whether the user is a target consumer for receiving a Panera Bread audio 
advertisement” (Jin and Wang 2018: 9).  

Simulation of caring attention from Alexa for chicken soup in response to determining that the user has a 
cold, then, is simply a ruse to optimise and deliver a targeted ad or a suggestion to place a purchase order. 
Furthermore, the patent explains that content could be disseminated through all sorts of devices such as a 
television, laptop computer, tablet, computer monitor, speaker-type device, augmented reality, or virtual 
reality glasses (Jin and Wang 2018: 8), indicating that targeting may take place both online and offline—a 
highly pervasive surveillance scenario.  

Patent by Spotify 
A patent logged in 2021 by Spotify titled “Identification of Taste Attributes from an Audio Signal” 
underpins the second patent example that informs our user-based study. Spotify’s goal is to improve its 
speech-enabled recommender services: namely, helping Spotify determine users’ listening preferences to 
“provide personalized media recommendations” (Spotify AB 2021: 6) to more efficiently determine users’ 
taste attributes by using technology (rather than relying on users to rate content). Although Spotify said in 
2021 that they do not intend to use the system and that the idea is solely an asset in the form of intellectual 
property (Biometric Update 2021), this statement is telling. It points to a horizon of acceptability (hence 
why it was conceived and published) that it is also ethically problematic (hence the public relations 
communication), and it suggests that the idea is commercially valuable (even if Spotify does not pursue it, 
others will want to, and Spotify will still benefit from the sale of its asset). 
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Like Amazon’s Alexa, this patent is solely audio based, involving analysis of content—namely, “speech 
recognition” and content metadata regarding “Emotional State, Gender, Age, [and] Accents” (Spotify AB 
2021: 1). It also analyses environmental metadata, including “Physical Environment (i.e., Bus, Metro, Train, 
Outdoor, School, Coffee, Park...)” and “Social Environment (i.e., Alone, Small Group, Party...)” (Spotify 
AB 2021: 1). The patent notes that environment, for example, may comprise speech other than that of the 
Spotify user, including “sounds from vehicles on a street, other people talking, birds chirping, printers 
printing, and so on” (Spotify AB 2021: 7). Using environmental metadata to triangulate behaviour increases 
Spotify’s confidence in the accuracy of its recommendations because Spotify would know the nature of the 
event, where it is, and with whom it is happening. The patent also exemplifies its profiling activities, 
detailing, “a listening and rating history and links to associated profiles such as those of the user’s friends 
or colleagues, as well as storage for the user’s existing music collection and/or library” (Spotify AB 2021: 
9). 

The profiling and targeting of users’ emotions based on their voice biometrics and background noise, then, 
is a potential future for consumer-facing recommender systems. In Amazon’s patent it is also envisaged as 
ubiquitous and in real-time, while in Spotify’s patent it is also envisaged as encompassing who the user is 
with and where. With such services on the near horizon, and with pending European Union legislation 
suggesting that transparency about whether such systems are deployed allows people to make informed 
choices, it is imperative to understand whether people are willing to engage with such systems, and if so, on 
what terms. To that end, we stimulated discussion with diverse participants on potential benefits and 
concerns about these intimate means of profiling and targeting, as described below. 

Workshop Participants 
We conducted ten focus group workshops, each two hours long, across 2021. Our participants (n=46) were 
recruited through a professional research panel using previously submitted demographic information and an 
additional screener questionnaire. As age is the biggest indicator of differences in attitude towards emotional 
AI in the UK (as described earlier), we purposively sampled participants (Miles, Huberman, and Saldana 
2014) to ensure that age-related differences were well represented, recruiting three younger (18–34 years 
old) groups (n=12) and three older (+65 years old) groups (n=13). This is a sampling strategy of maximum 
variation to expose the widest range of viewpoints.  

Furthermore, to capture more diverse views we recruited participants for two groups composed of people 
who self-identify as disabled (n=10) and two groups belonging to UK ethnic minorities (n=11). Collecting 
data from these additional groups with protected characteristics is important because such groups have 
historically been ignored by AI developers (AI Now 2019; Benjamin 2019; Packin 2021). Emotional AI 
systems could have much to offer disabled people who may, for instance, be more reliant on technology to 
enable communication, socialising, and employment. However, they could also worsen ableist 
discrimination by, for instance, failing to categorise and distinguish the vast diversity of often invisible, 
temporally fluctuating health disabilities, and by prescribing a value-laden benchmark of what constitutes 
“normality” (AI Now 2019; Packin 2021). Indeed, more broadly, the rise of emotional AI has been 
accompanied by concerns about the accuracy of such systems, including concerns about coded bias in 
procedures for classifying emotions (algorithms); the simplistic universalising taxonomies of emotion 
expressions; and the inferences that can be drawn (Barrett et al. 2019; Stark and Hutson 2021). Furthermore, 
analyses of industrial applications of certain forms of biometric emotional AI have found these systems to 
be racist in failing to be calibrated for black skin or voices (Rhue 2018; Gal 2020; Koenecke et al. 2020). 
For instance, black speakers were twice as often misunderstood than white speakers in services by Amazon, 
Apple, Google, IBM, and Microsoft (Koenecke et al. 2020). Any concerns about emotional AI, then, would 
likely be intensely manifested among such groups, with disabled participants also sensitised to their benefits. 

Conducting the focus group workshops online was necessary as COVID-19 social distancing restrictions 
were in place across 2021. The size of each of our ten workshops was small, typically four or five 
participants (to maximise their ability to speak) and lasted no more than two hours (to minimise online 
fatigue). Before data-collection, the research project was approved by the university’s research ethics board, 
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and each participant was presented with an informed consent form and plain English information sheet about 
the project. These materials are publicly archived at UK Data Service along with the research protocol and 
full transcripts of the anonymised focus groups (Laffer 2022a). 

Deploying an Interactive Narrative Method Using Design Fiction and ContraVision 
Gauging attitudes towards emerging technologies among lay people is not straightforward due to the 
potential complexity of technologies, lack of clarity on how data are processed, inability to see potential 
privacy settings, and difficulty of situating abstract propositions (such as emotion profiling) in everyday 
life. To overcome these obstacles, we developed an interactive narrative method where we introduce and 
explore focus group topics through use of narrative forms involving interactive elements, such as branching 
narratives or in-text decisions, to give participants agency and opportunity to influence the story. We 
deployed the open-source storytelling tool, Twine, an interactive writing tool that enables simple 
construction and delivery of multimodal narratives (Laffer 2022b).  

We drew from design fiction principles (Bleecker 2009). This is an approach that designs objects or 
technologies within a fictional world or narrative in order to explore not the technology itself, but the impact 
and influence of technology on people’s lives, social institutions, and norms. Work in this field is varied, 
including not only physical design (Bleecker 2009) but also narrative forms (Jensen and Vistisen 2017; 
Markussen and Knutz 2013). As such, we created a fictional narrative world where emotional AI is situated 
in everyday circumstances. Our narrative documents a day-in-the-life of the main protagonist encountering 
mundane instances and affordances of different emotional AI and emotion profiling technologies. This is 
initiated by introducing “AffecTech,” a fictional technology developer used to connect the disparate and 
unfamiliar examples of emotional AI that participants encountered within the narrative. Use cases were 
selected based on the likelihood of appearance in lived contexts, now and in the near future (for instance, 
informed by patents). As well as the voice-based emotional AI recommender systems discussed in this paper 
(the home-hub smart assistant and the music recommender system), the narrative also introduces emotional 
AI within a bus station surveillance sensor, a sales call evaluation and prompt tool, an emotoy, a hire-car 
automated system, and emotion profiling from social media algorithms.  

In each workshop, all the participants (as a group) are talked through the interactive narrative by a 
moderator, where they are presented with these emotional AI use cases sequentially. Most use cases 
followed a sequence of (a) simple, neutral introduction of the technology and its emotion profiling; (b) a 
binary choice emerging from the technology use (e.g., to accept or reject the emotional AI technology’s 
recommendations); and (c) a “ContraVision” element with a positive and negative event or outcome, after 
which they are asked to reflect on the use case and its harms and benefits. The narrative then moves onto 
the next use case.  

The binary choices gave participants an opportunity to make a simple judgement call on their initial 
impressions of the technology, which prompted informed group discussion based on agreement and 
disagreement in views. It also provided a point of reflection and comparison when the ContraVision 
elements were introduced. “ContraVision” is the repeated presentation of a narrative showing the use of 
technology with competing positive and negative outcomes for the same scenario (Mancini et al. 2010). We 
deployed the ContraVision technique within the narrative across most of our use cases by presenting 
participants with a reasonably good outcome and a less good outcome, but we avoided dystopian and utopian 
hyperbole. As Mancini et al. (2010: 161) find, ContraVision elicits a wider spectrum of responses than a 
single presented perspective. They also suggest that ContraVision is particularly effective when “researchers 
have reason to believe that the technology is likely to raise subtle and elusive personal, cultural and social 
issues that can potentially jeopardize its adoption” (Mancini et al. 2010: 161).  

In the fictional narrative, the Home-hub registers that the protagonist’s voice is unhappy and sounds unwell. 
Reflecting the voice analytics functionality envisaged in the patent for Amazon’s Alexa, the Home-hub 
voice assistant asks, “Would you like me to order something to make you feel better?,” with participants 
responding “yes” or “no” (see Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Home-hub Use Case: Binary Choice  

Depending on their choice, participants would see one of two response variants (designed to preserve 
narrative sense), with the Home-hub suggesting the protagonist has cold symptoms that started two days 
ago, ordering (or offering to order) paracetamol and decongestant, and asking if they would like a reminder 
in their calendar to call a doctor if symptoms do not improve. Participants were then asked to reflect on 
these potential actions. In offering potential diagnostic and healthcare support (through purchasing 
paracetamol and scheduling help), this forms the positive ContraVision element of this use-case (see Figure 
2).  

 

 

Figure 2: Home-hub Use Case: Positive ContraVision 

The narrative progresses with the protagonist scrolling through their social media feed to notice two 
personalised ads. One is for a new brand of orange juice highlighting its health benefits. The other is for 
their local pharmacy. These ads form the negative part of the ContraVision aspect, as profit is being 
generated through profiled emotion data (see Figure 3).  
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Figure 3: Home-hub Use Case: Negative ContraVision 

After several other encounters with emotional AI, the protagonist boards a bus to work and decides to listen 
to music on their smartphone via Spotify. On opening Spotify, the protagonist is asked to review new Terms 
and Conditions, which we wrote to reflect key features of Spotify’s patent: “These say that to improve their 
recommendations to you, they would like to collect data about emotional states through speech recognition, 
mood and social setting, by establishing where you are, and who you are with. Do you click: ‘yes, happy to 
accept’/‘no, thanks’?” (see Figure 4). Due to time constraints imposed by the workshop, and the need to 
progress the narrative onto other use cases without disturbing narrative flow, this particular use case does 
not feature the ContraVision elements of the other six use-cases explored in our workshop. Nonetheless, 
guided by the moderator, this short use case was effective in stimulating discussion of how the emotional 
AI functionality might be used (with positive and negative applications discussed), and in allowing 
participants to evaluate and express opinions.  
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Figure 4: Spotify Use Case: Binary Choice 

Throughout the workshop, we wanted to find the shortest route to helping participants understand how the 
emotional AI technologies might be deployed to enable an informed discussion about these proposed 
systems. To that end, this use case also refers to “Spotify” (rather than the fictional company “AffecTech”) 
for quick recognition of functionality. While not naming Spotify might have been neater (by having all use 
case examples under the fictional company, “AffecTech”), the trade-off to naming Spotify was quicker 
comprehension by our participants (given Spotify’s market dominance in music recommender systems). 
Conversely, we opted for “Home hub” rather than naming Amazon as there are several other well-known 
voice assistants (e.g., from Google and Apple) and we did not want to slow down, or divert, the workshops 
by prompting discussions about specific brands.  

Throughout, we minimise social desirability bias (namely, the tendency of participants to answer questions 
in a manner that will be viewed favourably by others) by ensuring that the moderator kept the explanation 
of what was happening in each use case neutral and ensuring that ContraVision elements (both the written 
text and any accompanying visuals) presented both a good and a bad outcome of roughly equal valence, 
without celebratory or dystopic hyperbole.  
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The complete workshop narrative is available online,1 and for a fuller methodological account of the 
development and implementation of this approach, see Laffer (2022b). In short, we found that, in addition 
to encouraging a diversity of responses, the advantages of our innovative approach included: increased 
engagement, avoiding participant fatigue and leading to rich data; mitigation of variation in participants’ 
digital literacy; rapid familiarisation with abstract and unfamiliar topics; and a focus on people’s lived 
experiences while exploring impacts of new technologies. 

Coding Data 
Data coding followed an adaptive approach (Layder 1998) balancing inductive insights from data with 
deductive theory. Utilising qualitative data analysis software, NVivo, a hand-coded approach was employed 
(Miles, Huberman, and Saldana 2014) to ensure sensitivity to the context of the workshops’ discussions, 
initially annotating sentences and paragraphs of inductive interest. This surfaced data-first codes, some 
common to both use cases discussed in this paper (such as “control” and “functionality”) and others that 
were use-case-specific. Reflecting on these codes, we abstracted them into broader themes informed by 
deductive interest in critiques of emotional AI, capitalism, and user-based studies on digital personal data. 
All authors undertook this process, reached similar conclusions, and then debated and agreed on four key 
themes (reported below). These key themes were found across all four of our participant types (namely, 
older [O], younger [Y], disabled people [D], and those of ethnic minority [E]) across each of our two use 
cases.  

Key Findings 

Our four key themes comprise “usefulness,” “resignation,” “uneasy terms of engagement,” and “human-
first.” “Usefulness” covers a mix of positive and negative views, while the other three key themes are more 
negative.  

Usefulness 
Across all our participant categories, the Spotify use case (concerning Terms and Conditions to collect data 
about emotional states) was widely disliked and the Amazon Alexa styled Home-hub was not popular. 
However, where positive attitudes could be found they focussed on the functionality of being useful and 
relevant for social situations and to the self. For instance, in regards to Spotify, Paul (Y2) states, “there are 
parts of it that I could understand why it’d be great… like you pick ‘read the room,’ you could also do the 
same thing with mood.” When the moderator suggests that one function could be recognising “that you’re 
in a public place, so it turns the volume down or up, depending on how loud it is,” disabled participant 
Penny responds, “That might be a good idea” (D2). With the Amazon Alexa styled Home-hub, our 
participants saw utility in an attentive AI, sensitive to context, who could discern emotional cues and 
disposition. For instance, “it might think I was slightly stressed or slightly under the weather and perhaps it 
could help” (Violet O3). Reflecting positively on its usefulness to others, Yasmine (E2) states, “I’m thinking 
for people who don’t really have anyone that can emotionally attend to their needs.”  

Resignation, but Not by All 
We use the term “resignation” to refer to acceptance of the technology, albeit stemming from a sense of 
powerlessness. In the Home-hub use case, we find significant evidence of resignation in existing attitudes 
towards profiling across all our participant groups. For example, Hannah (D2) states, “I don’t think it would 
bother me too much because there’s so many similar things, like when you go on Facebook or any kind of 
similar thing.” Theo (E2) says, “We don’t really know, but whether we like it or not, we’re already impacted 
by artificial intelligence anyway.” Alice (Y3) articulates a desire for control in an environment where the 
net effect is to create a sense of resignation through constant behaviour profiling. She makes the simple but 
telling observation that, “It’d be nice to have the option to turn it off. Like, okay, you know, if people want 
a bit more privacy... I don’t think you can do it, but then to say, ‘oh, I’m going to turn this off for a few 

                                                   
1 https://eaitwine.neocities.org/  
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days.’” This belies very low expectations of environments created for participants, as well as the view that 
technology is something that happens to them, not with or for them.  

In the Spotify use case, on being asked to directly consider their choice about whether to accept new Terms 
and Conditions for emotion profiling, resignation is evident in that older and younger participants alike 
admit that: “I never read them. I just go, ‘Yeah, go on’” (Linda O3). Luis (Y1) elaborates: “most of those 
playlists, we select them based off of how we’re feeling at the moment, or what we would like to hear. So 
in one sense, they’re already collecting that emotional data, without they realizing it.”  

Interestingly, resignation was not apparent among ethnic and disabled participants in this use case. Rather, 
they stressed the necessity of being able to choose how to interact with the platform on data collection and 
processing. For instance, on being asked if she would be happier with the scenario if the data were processed 
locally in her phone or speaker rather than centrally by Spotify, Emily (D2) responds: “If you can choose 
which you want, that’s fine to me because I’m probably at some point going to want both but not always.” 
Rejecting Spotify’s Terms and Conditions, Maira (E2) states: “I’d click, ‘No, thanks.’ I don’t like the idea 
of them collecting data about my emotional states, mood and social setting. I just think it is just far too 
much.” 

Uneasy Terms of Engagement 
Related to the theme of “resignation,” but conceptually distinct, this theme about the “uneasy terms of 
engagement” with data extractive industries surfaces where participants see the goal of profiling as 
inevitable, trust-breaching and pervasive, or diverging from existing functionality. This took form of 
concerns about the data sought and stored and function creep. 

Participants from all four of our categories expressed concern about the data sought and stored by Spotify 
and the Home-hub, and the wider digital environment oriented around extracting data. In the Home-hub use 
case, Joanne (O2) flags the role of training data in machine learning: “For AI to improve, it’s got to learn… 
by collecting the data to build up its understanding; so, I can’t believe that it’s going to collect it and then 
get rid of it.” Phillip (O1) articulates a perceived breach of trust between person and affect-sensitive cloud-
based synthetic personalities: “feels like a personal thing between you and Alexa, but actually she’s picking 
up on information, and that information is going off to Amazon, or Google, or whatever, and you’re not 
necessarily aware of that.” There is also a more general disquiet about pervasive surveillance. With the 
Home-hub use case, Carol (Y3) reveals: “it does definitely make me feel uncomfortable and it’s a reason 
why I don’t have Alexa because of, it listens to all of your data and the surrounding things.” In the Spotify 
use case, Patrick (D2) states that recommending mood-sensitive music “could be a good thing, but like I 
said, it could also be a bad thing because it’s another way of monitoring you.”  

On function creep, the Spotify use case is criticised across all our participant categories. Recollecting that 
in the fictional narrative, Spotify seeks to access data about emotional states through speech recognition, 
mood, and social setting—by establishing where you are and who you are with—Harry (O3) states, “I just 
want to listen to music. What I eat, these other things they want me to tell them about, have nothing to do 
with them.” Tom (Y2) asks: “why do they need to be able to see and hear me if I’m just listening to 
music?” In context of emotion-enhanced services, Theo (E2) asks whether Spotify is still just: “an online 
music player? Now, you’re changing your functionality, you’re changing what you’re there for. You’re 
collecting data, emotional states. You’re no longer what you were all about. All you were about is about 
music.” 

Human-First 
Across our diverse groups we found a wish for a “human-first” environment. This is one that attaches 
importance to people, including a belief in people’s agency, their right to not be replaced by a machine, and 
the inability of AI systems to correctly interpret human emotions and how people live. We see this as 
especially important in that the finding reflects European Union data and AI policy agendas, but it also 
speaks to a more fundamental sense of alienation. This is simultaneously humanities-based and political. 
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The first is about tension between a strong sense of subjectivity in relation to algorithmic recommender 
media environments and algorithmic prescription; the second is the more Marxist observation that digital 
emotional labour is reified into commodity relations where data about emotion come to stand against the 
individual. 

For both use cases, a recurring statement across all our participant groups is that they do not want loss of 
human agency. With Spotify, they do not want an algorithm to select music for them, especially when based 
on emotion profiling. Nigella (O2), for example, says, “I wouldn’t use it, because […] I don’t need some 
artificial intelligence advising what I need to what I listen to. I know that from within myself what I feel 
like listening to.” We found her “from within myself” remark telling in that it potentially belies disquiet 
with a world already shaped by algorithmic decision-making. This tips into alienation in that one feels 
separation from what one has little choice to contribute to. Indeed, with the Home-hub use case, across all 
backgrounds sampled, there was a view that the emerging socio-technical world was not of their choosing. 
This is exemplified well by Tim’s (O1) comment on the biometric expansion of existing algorithmic 
services: “All I see is, in front of me, a machine that’s come from, I don’t know which company, it could 
be Amazon, could be a rival, whatever, but it’s actually now acquired massively enhanced opportunities to 
push this to the frontier [and] that’s what’s frightening me.”  

Others, especially older participants, express concern about human replacement, observing that the Home-
hub is akin to being nagged by your parent or partner. Amanda (O2) states, “It’s a bit like having your mum 
there telling you… not allowing you to think for yourself.” In relation to the claimed affective and empathic 
qualities of these systems, Tim (O1) observes that “the machine pretends to be your friend because it’s got 
all these empathetic characteristics, but really it is not your friend at all.”  

Across all our participant categories, our “human-first” theme also takes shape in discussion about the nature 
of decision-making and the inability of AI systems to correctly interpret human emotions and how people 
live. For instance, on the Home-hub use case, Patricia (Y1) remarks, “I think humans are very complex and 
I don’t know how well an app or a device could read their emotions and order something that will genuinely 
make them happy.” Tarun (E2) observes: “there might be some misinterpretation, that you’re in a bit of a 
rush, and so it just misinterpreted what you’re doing.”  

Discussion 

Distilling Industrial Ambition on Emotional AI 
Given the centrality of emotion to decision-making (Barfar 2019), extraction of emotion data is of keen 
interest to surveillance capitalism (McStay 2018; Zuboff 2015, 2019). We have exemplified this in patents 
by Amazon and Spotify, which detail their desire to ingest biometric data. This includes, in the case of 
Amazon, real-time data about the emotional and physical characteristics of users based on biometrics (voice 
analytics), as well as more standard behavioural and contextual targeting criteria. In the case of Spotify, it 
includes biometric (voice-based) data about users’ emotional state, as well as their gender, age, accents, 
physical and social environment, listening and rating history, and links to profiles of friends or colleagues. 
As noted earlier, Spotify has since announced that it does not intend to use the system, but it can still benefit 
from sale of its patented asset. Given ambition (or at least, testing of the waters and accrual of commercial 
value in patents) by platforms to use biometrics to further enable their profiled targeting, the turn towards 
emotional AI is in plain sight. The key feature of such industrial ambition in consumer-facing recommender 
systems is the expansion of the bandwidth of data collection to encompass biometrics, enabling delivery of 
ever more emotionally targeted, personalised content under the humanising guise of empathic systems, 
where, in the words of one of our participants, “the machine pretends to be your friend… but really it is not 
your friend at all” (Tim O1). 
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Situating Users’ Views on Emotional AI 
Our qualitative study was designed to surface informed views from diverse users, to explore if people are 
willing to engage with emotional AI in various contexts, and if so, on what terms. When asked to consider 
the prospect of emotion profiling in consumer-oriented platforms deploying recommender systems such as 
the Amazon Alexa-like Home-hub and Spotify, participants from all four of our categories could appreciate 
its “usefulness.” This included its relevance for social situations (in being able to emotionally read a room), 
for others (to attend to people’s otherwise unmet emotional needs), and for themselves (in being able to alter 
the environment to compensate for disability). Emotional AI in consumer-facing recommender systems, 
then, has appeal for some, if genuinely useful. This helps answer the “why” question arising from previous 
British-based surveys on users’ views towards biometric-based emotional AI technologies that find a small 
majority preference for use in consumer-facing products and services (Bakir and McStay 2022; McStay and 
Rosner 2021).  

Previous user-based studies find that people have issues controlling their personal data online, desiring more 
control (Hartman et al. 2020) but not expecting to get it (Dencik and Cable 2017; Draper and Turow 2019; 
Hargittai and Marwick 2016). This is evident in our data in the theme of “resignation,” namely acceptance 
of the technology, but accompanied by feelings of powerlessness. This appears in both our use cases to 
different extents. It appears across all four participant categories in the case of Home-hub, but it only appears 
among younger and older participants in the case of Spotify where, instead of voicing resignation, our ethnic 
and disabled participants stress the necessity of being able to choose how to interact with platforms on data 
collection and processing. There has been increasing popular attention in recent years to explicit and implicit 
biases (especially racial, but also ableist) in algorithms on platforms, with well-publicised examples of 
algorithmic racial discrimination on online home-sharing company Airbnb, ride-sharing services Uber and 
Lyft, social media platform Facebook’s advertising, and search engine Google’s results (Benjamin 2019; 
Noble 2018; Turner Lee 2018; Velkova and Kaun 2021). As such, our ethnic minority and disabled 
participants may be sensitised to such issues. They may even have experienced such discrimination given 
racial and ableist bias in the technologies, or they may feel already too surveilled given racial bias in society 
(AI Now 2019; Benjamin 2019) (although this is not articulated). Their attitude aligns more with studies 
that find that users value the possibility of shaping recommendation algorithms (Harambam et al 2019; Shin 
2020), and in some cases, actively try to do so to develop, resist, or disrupt algorithmic outputs (Cotter 2018; 
Karakayali, Kostem, and Galip 2018; Velkova and Kaun 2021). 

The related theme of “uneasy terms of engagement” with data extractive industries surfaces as participants 
from all four of our categories express concern about the data sought and stored in the Spotify and Home-
hub use cases, seeing the goal of such profiling as inevitable, trust-breaching, and pervasive. The Spotify 
use case is criticised across all our participant categories on surveillant grounds of function creep. While 
previous studies find an “algorithm knowledge gap” even in digitally literate societies (Zarouali, Nelberger, 
and de Vreese 2021), our findings suggest that many of our participants are aware of the drawbacks of 
datafied surveillance, at least as far as consumer-facing recommender systems are concerned. Also, the 
surveillant theme of function creep overlaps with data protection concerns of data minimisation and purpose 
limitation principles, as Art. 5(1)(c) of the European Union ‘s General Data Protection Directive requires 
that personal data be adequate, relevant, and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for 
which it is processed. Indeed, in addition to technical questions of what data are genuinely required to fulfil 
personalised service offers (Biega et al. 2020), our findings on strategic changes in function suggest the 
need for closer attention to how service purposes are defined and whether amendments to purposes are 
acceptable when users have invested effort in curating the service (e.g., creation of playlists). This is 
particularly important given that there is only “marginal regulatory and judicial guidance on the 
interpretation of data minimization” (Biega et al. 2020). 

Across our diverse groups we also find a wish for a “human-first” environment. This theme is one that 
attaches importance to people (including their agency, with older people in particular expressing that people 
should not be replaced by a machine). Although as researchers we were sensitive to post-phenomenological 
insistence on attention to the specifics of technology (Verbeek 2011), the need to avoid encouraging 
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celebratory or dystopian responses, and the need to situate these technologies in everyday settings, our 
participants nonetheless express a keen sense of generalised alienation. This stands against theorisation by 
surveillance scholars that, rather than being alienated, users would likely be cultivated into being docile 
surveillant subjects by the usefulness of consumer surveillance (as, for instance, West [2019] argues 
regarding Amazon’s Alexa). Rather, our user-based study finds alienation, with dimensions not only 
concerning choice and agency but also an estrangement from emotion-based digital products that 
participants would co-produce, a feeling of a lack of control, and a sense that the world is not their own but 
rather someone else’s system. An additional facet to alienation is that of being at odds with algorithmic 
stupidity. Indeed, in the Home-hub use case, all our participant categories noted the inability of AI systems 
to correctly interpret human emotions and how people live. This accords with longstanding philosophical 
critique of the ability of statistics and algorithms to make decisions that humans might make, as well as 
more recent studies querying baselines, thresholds, and ground truths of emotion in emotional AI systems 
(McStay 2018, 2023), with many more studies criticising the accuracy and in-built biases of such systems 
(Noble 2018; Turner Lee 2018; Barrett et al. 2019; Koenecke et al. 2020; Stark and Hutson 2021). Also, 
with Home-hub, across all backgrounds sampled, there was a view that the emerging socio-technical world 
was not of their choosing, indicating a desire for more control over their environment, which should be 
oriented foremost towards humans rather than machines. This finding accords with emerging literature on 
people’s views towards AI. For instance, a US study finds student support for an AI teaching assistant as 
long as it is useful and easy to communicate with (Kim et al. 2020); and a Canadian study finds that elderly 
people can develop trust in autonomous homecare systems if they believe they can operate it and find a 
sense of belonging and feelings of social interactivity from the AI system (Shareef et al. 2021).  

Conclusion 

Our previous quantitative work into British users’ views on emotional AI in various near horizon use cases, 
including consumer-facing areas, finds disquiet from various groups. Younger people are more open to such 
technologies if care is taken over personal identification, but most older people dislike this premise (Bakir 
and McStay 2022). British parents have ambivalent views on the prospect of toys that utilise children’s 
emotions, but they express disquiet over its intrusiveness and what happens to the data (McStay and Rosner 
2021). Shedding light on reasons underlying such disquiet, our novel qualitative approach with diverse 
users finds some support for such technologies for their “usefulness,” but we primarily evidence 
contemporary “human-first” concerns. These insights provide a richer understanding of whether emotional 
AI technologies should be deployed at all in consumer-facing recommender systems, and if so, on what 
terms (summarised below).  

Policy and Developer Recommendations 
Our study enables policymakers and designers of recommender and emotional AI systems to better 
understand the lifeworlds of users and incorporate insights in future products, policies, and regulations. 
Platforms using biometric-based emotional AI in recommender systems, in particular, should pay attention 
to the desire by participants across all our diverse categories for the products to be genuinely useful and 
relevant for social situations, for others and for themselves. Policymakers should be alert to our participants’ 
desire for a human-first environment that flags a generalised sense of alienation. They should also be alert 
to the strong desire expressed by those who identify as ethnic minorities or disabled to be able to choose 
how to interact with platforms in term of the collection and processing of data about their emotions (which 
some would likely refuse); and they should be aware of the concerns expressed by all four participant 
categories about the uneasy terms of engagement, especially concerning data sought and stored and about 
function creep. As the European Union’s draft regulation on AI continues to be shaped, we question whether 
having heightened transparency obligations on automated emotion recognition systems and biometric 
categorisation disclosure is enough to allow people to make informed choices or step back from a given 
situation (European Commission 2021: 14). More transparency without an accompanying sense of being 
able to make a real choice on the matter will only fuel resignation, already common among our participants. 
Having qualitatively considered diverse users’ views on emotional AI in consumer-facing recommender 
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systems, we conclude that they signify a sense that technological and algorithmic environments are things 
that happen to people rather than for them. This is not simply a matter of trust or lack of understanding, but 
a long-standing awareness that uses of new technologies do not always make life better. 

Limitations and Future Research 
Our qualitative study is limited in that it is not generalisable to wider populations, especially as our 
participant categories were purposively sampled to unearth diverse views concerning emotional AI 
technologies. Furthermore, while we have taken efforts to minimise social desirability bias, this cannot be 
ruled out. Finally, our user-based findings (especially the more reflective, critical findings) may be a product 
of our research design, where participants are asked to actively consider the otherwise transparent or hidden 
practices and purposes emerging from digital devices and services: in real-life situations, such critical 
concerns may not arise.  

Nonetheless, our qualitative workshops, in which diverse British-based participants reflect upon near-
horizon use cases of emerging technologies in a fictional narrative world, allow participants to better 
understand how these technologies may be used and bring their informed views to the foreground in 
empirical detail, which future surveys can test across broader populations. In addition, qualitative studies 
with non-British-based publics (for instance, in parts of the world with lower digital literacies and with 
looser regulations on, and cultures of, data protection and AI, such as much of the Global South) would also 
be useful, as most of the studies reported in this paper (with the exception of Siles et al.’s [2020] study of 
Costa Rica) are based on populations from the Global North (British, Dutch, American, Canadian, and 
Korean). Finally, as emotional AI systems start to be rolled out across the world, we recommend studies on 
the actual lived experiences of their users. 
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